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I need to make it clear that:
a) I never make an allegation or complaint unless I believe that I am right

and
b) I never make an allegation or complaint unless I believe that I have the evidence to demonstrate or
prove it
That applies to this presentation.

If I am expressing an ‘opinion’ or a conclusion, then I will establish that, and the grounds and/or evidence
for drawing that conclusion.

Stephen Pegge BBRS Board Member concerns
Stephen Pegge is a former Director of Lloyds Banking Group’s SME Markets business
unit. The single worst business unit I’ve seen in a 28 year career for fraud and
misleading practises against SME’s, and is on the BBRS Board.
I have recently had reason to watch the BBC Panorama episode produced by Andy
Verity in 2014, called
“Did the bank wreck my business?”
You can watch the episode via this YouTube link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9TXsnpHvYg

How many false, incorrect or misleading representations does Mr Pegge make in
this programme?
It is truly disturbing to watch now, against todays backdrop given the evidence we
now have in respect to what was truly going on within the Lloyds Bank BSU’s,
HBOS Reading, RBS GRG etc. before and at the time this programme and these
statements were made.

Pegge states in this video “if we undervalue a property, and indeed if a property is
sold for less than its worth, we’d just be increasing the losses eventually on that
particular situation for the bank.”
FALSE and he must have known this when making this representation.
Or if he did not know this was false, then he should not have been making a
declaration for the public record having not checked his facts.
It is an entirely incorrect representation, whether made falsely or through lack of
knowledge.
The bank is rather like a magician, creating an illusion. They get you to focus on their
left hand, so that you don’t look at, or notice, what their right hand is doing.

Take the Ashwell Property Group (APG). In 2007 this business had several subsidiaries and overall assets
valued at over £300mio, with net assets versus net liabilities/debts position of positive £114.6mio.
These assets included a development landbank with estimated £2bio valuations upon completion of
developments.
Step forward in 2009 David Crawshaw & KPMG, instructed by Lloyds Banking Group to conduct Independent
Business Review of this business. Despite the obvious health of this business and value of its assets.
(Yes, the same David Crawshaw and KPMG referenced in multiple reports and findings
in respect to the HBOS Reading fraud.)
In no time Mr Crawshaw and KPMG saw to it that these assets were ‘down valued’. Indeed, the documentary
record shows that the value of the APG property portfolio was slashed by 50% in 2009. This included placing a
valuation of £0 on a huge development site owned by APG adjacent to Cambridge station. A site with an
industry accepted valuation of £800mio at that time upon completion.

Forced into administration by Crawshaw and LBG BSU. Crawshaw appointed administrator. Crawshaw sold the
entire group to Brookgate Limited for just £3mio in first week of administration.
Brookgate Limited was a newly established vehicle. It was 92% owned by………… Lloyds.
Lloyds sold their stake three years later for a profit of just under £300mio.

The sale of Ashwell Property Group to Brookgate will have registered a ‘loss’ for the bank if we only look where
the bank and Mr Pegge want you to look.
The bank books a ‘loss’ on the one hand that it and Mr Pegge shows you, and that Mr Pegge refers to in his
interview, and tries to make you believe under valuations and sales at under valuations, incur a loss for the
bank and are not good business sense.

WHEREAS at the same time, the bank and Mr Pegge are holding the huge profit in their other hand
conveniently held behind their backs, and concealed from you, proving that under valuations and sales at
under valuations are incredibly profitable for the bank.
Smoke and mirrors. It’s the Lloyd’s Banking Group way.

Either Mr Pegge was lying to Andy Verity and the public when making his claim, or he did not know, and
therefore was not qualified to make statements on this subject and for the public record. In which case bank
CEO or Board members should have corrected his representations. They did not. Therefore, reasonable to
presume the bank intended for the false representations to be broadcast.
Indeed, the evidence that ‘under valuations’ are very much a lucrative business practise for the bank can be
found in internal bank documents specific to BSU. Perhaps Mr Pegge is also unaware of these?
Incidentally, the law firm that represents Brookgate Ltd? Herbert Smith Freehills

Or what about the Easter Group, another property business customer of Lloyds Bank?
A highly profitable and experienced group & executives with prime property assets. A desirable target for the
BSU.

Forced into BSU, the bank forced them to accept our ‘Trojan Horse’ friends David Crawshaw & KPMG as
consultants, and pay their fees.
The bank and Crawshaw made one claim after another as to the viability of the business and raised concern
after concern. The business fought back and challenged each and presented a solution for each. The bank
simply kept changing the question or concern.
Eventually Easter Group brokered a deal with Schroder Property Fund whereby the fund would purchase a
prime industrial estate from Easter Group for £23.5mio, but and importantly, allow Easter Group to retain
ownership of development land that was within the title, and offered Easter Group a lucrative management
contract to manage the estate. Easter proposed to use the proceeds to pay down their Lloyds debt, solve all
alleged issue and free them to walk away from LBG. WIN/WIN/WIN.

However, because of rights the bank had sought to ‘engineer’, they needed Lloyds and Crawshaw to agree.
They took an age to respond and eventually refused to sanction the deal. Easter Group were forced into
administration and this same Industrial Estate was sold by Crawshaw, who had naturally been appointed to the
role of administrator, for £18mio including the development land.
Incidentally, the law firm that represents the new owners of that Estate? Herbert Smith Freehills.

Documents that I have seen from 2008 and 2009 reveal Chris Packham’s “Business
plan for the expansion of the BSU Investment Team in Support of the Unit’s three
year plan”. (I imagine he used a small font for this title when producing it)
In it Mr Packham outlines key objectives:
- “doubling income”

- “moving from defenders to strikers” a reference to seeking means to pro-actively
profit as opposed to defend and nurture these customers.
The documents go on to say that there was “a core remit being to develop and
implement a strategy for driving value from the increasing number of investment
(equity) stakes held in BSU relationships.”

Mr Packham explains how they propose to achieve this and who they propose to
‘recruit’ or partner with in this drive for profit “….considerable external referencing
with a variety of professionals” including “partner level accountants and various
turnaround professionals.”
To be clear, this ‘partnership’ is in reference to revenue generation for the bank, not
the interests of their customers, all of whom would be forced to pay the fees levied by
these ‘trusted partners’ and turnaround professionals, all of whom were title more
than Trojan horses acting on behalf of the bank in this revenue drive.
The documents reveal Packham’s desperation and intent to drive this initiative
forward, and these strategic partnerships “building a network of trusted turnaround
partners” and see to it that “marketing literature is adapted/developed in order to
outline the core offering to the market and BSU’s desire to participate in
shareholder turnaround situations”.

Turnaround and value ‘situations’ that were ‘optimal’ for the bank, not the business
customers that they had targeted.
Indeed, these documents detail the explicit narrative as to how they are going to
achieve this, all of which seriously questions the integrity and/or honesty and/or
competence and/or knowledge of Mr Pegge when making those statements to Andy
Verity and the public.
The documents reveal that a bonus system was to be introduced for BSU Investment
Team employees that was an “additional pot at a fixed percentage of equity gains”,
and “would be fixed at 10% of any investment gain” and be for “distribution
between the Investment Team and any BSU Relationship Managers closely involved
in the generation of associated value”.
It stressed that a benefit of such an approach and expansion of the BSU Investment
Team was that “opportunities to take investment instruments will not be
missed” and that “the further embedding of a private equity approach to BSU will
result in new equity stakes that otherwise would not be taken, and potentially the
realisation of value (to the bank) that might otherwise be lost.”

Documents dated July 2008 state that the BSU Investment Team now has “a regular
dialogue with both LDC and ECM” (Lloyds Development Capital and Equity Capital
Markets).
Both are Lloyds Banking Group units not dissimilar to RBS’s West Register.
But perhaps most damning for the bank and Mr Pegge, given his statements to Andy
Verity, is a BSU Investment team presentation from June 2008. This details the
following:
The teams goals are to take “ownership and management of BSU’s equity investment
portfolio to obtain value on ultimate disposal/exit”

That a key performance metric for the BSU Investment Team was how many
investment stakes it held and that the goal was to “ensure that the bank is able to
share in the successful turnaround in businesses via investment stakes as a rule
rather than an exception.”

And most damning is this…..

Training the BSU management teams to make them “aware of how to generate value
thereby increasing the equity value of the business and impacting the profitability
of our stakes in the business” and particularly by way of “entry pricing – buying the
business at a low value”.
In other words all BSU’s up and down the country had been trained in engineering the
down/under valuation of a business and its assets so as to generate maximum value for the
bank.
The documents further reveal that numerous potential investment opportunities had already
been identified from within the Lloyds Bank customer database, and that this was an ongoing
practise.
A practise that required down/under valuation of a customer and/or the customer assets to
achieve its clearly defined goals.
Perhaps Mr Pegge would care to revisit his statements to Andy Verity, intended for the public?
And better yet, perhaps he and the BBRS can explain how he can possibly hold a position on the
BBRS Board?

Angel Group

At the end of this article are statements made by a Lloyds Spokesman. He states on behalf of
the bank and Board, including Antonio Horta Osorio:
“Ms Davey’s companies had significant debts that had expired or been in default for more
than two years and a restructuring was attempted.”
A FALSE representation.

In 2009, Angel Group had an LTV of 53%, had never missed a payment or breached any
covenants. It’s credit facility was maturing end of September 2009. HBOS colluded with Lloyds,
still operating under two separate banking licenses to obstruct & delay the offer of a new
facility or extension.
Two days prior to the existing facility expiring, the relationship manager, Philip Simpson says on
a recorded call that he is going to arrange a three month extension whilst they discuss a new
facility:
Phillip:
What I’m trying to do, xxxxxxxxx is I’m going to, (inaudible) the intention I’ve got is
simply to fix a, probably a three month extension on the present basis because I think the
valuation exercise is going to take –
Phillip:
So that’s my intention anyway. That’s fine. Everything will just carry on as
normal.

The business is entitled to rely upon the word of their bank. Having made this assurance, Angel Group
struggle to reach Simpson despite repeated attempts, having had no formal confirmation of the extension.
Only on November 5th 2009, do they finally get hold of him. He now has a very different story, and tells the
business:
Phillip:
(Inaudible) migrating. Responsibility for the Angel connection is going to pass out of my hands
to the real estate team based in London.
ANGEL:
The Lloyds real estate team or the HBOS real estate team?
Phillip:
Lloyds in fact.
ANGEL:
Right.
Phillip:
I believe and this will be coming in effect, that the Lloyds, what they call their Business Support
Team will be taking responsibility for the whole side of the relationship.
The BSU then claimed that the extension had been denied by credit, and this meant Angel Group was in
default as of October 1st, and this default was being used by BSU and later by Kitts in his statement to the
Telegraph, to justify the forcing of Angel Group into BSU.
Fraud by false representation, abuse of position and withholding information. Because an internal LBG
document we obtained dated September 23rd 2010, almost a year later, produced by Jo Heywood of BSU
and other senior BSU executives states:

"Angel’s facility has been extended internally ………The extension of Angel’s facility has not been
documented with the company, which remains in default.”
The Angel facility had been extended. LBG BSU lied when claiming it had not been, and did so with intent to
force the business into BSU and set it on the path to its destruction. They faked the default!

The Lloyds spokesperson also stated in that article:

“A High Court judgment in 2018 concluded that the company’s management must have believed Angel
Group was at risk of immediate insolvency from at least June 2011.”
Another false representation.
The judgement in question was in respect to a claim brought by Deloitte’s (who have so far been funded to
the tune of over £13mio to pursue Julia Davey with vexatious litigation after vexatious litigation). They
claimed that an £11mio dividend taken by Ms Davey, largely in the form of property and some of which she
had personally funded the purchase of anyway, in June 2011 was entirely because she knew that her
business was insolvent or on the verge of insolvency.
False, and knowingly false claims. But the judgement was obtained because the Judge denied her the chance
to present evidence in her defence. A fact that Deloitte’s and their lawyers knew, and took advantage of, and
despite knowing the claim was false.
Deloitte’s and Lloyds both had the following evidence which they knew rendered their claim as false and
perverting of the course of justice.

The evidence proves an altogether different truth.

In January 2010 Ms Davey’s and Angel Group’s new accountants send her by email the following professional
advice included in a report. A report that confirms she was eligible to take her substantial dividend at this
time.

"Extracting cash now by way of remuneration or dividend involves higher rate
income tax liabilities payable by Julia. Similarly, extracting the properties now via a
dividend in specie involves higher rate income tax liabilities for Julia. These liabilities
increase with effect from 6 April 2010 when the highest rate of income tax increases
to 50%.”
"For technical reasons (associated with 'split year treatment' for UK taxes) it is
strongly recommended that no dividends are declared until after 5 April 2010, so that
they fall into the next tax year. Ideally, dividends should not be declared until Julia
has established non-resident status with HMRC “
Her accountants advised her not to take the dividend in January 2010, until her tax domicile had been
established.

It is not until October 1st 2010 that the accountants write .

I am delighted to attach a PDF of a letter received today from the Residence High Net
Worth Unit of the Revenue, in which they agree that you ceased to be UK resident
and ordinarily resident on 31 December 2009. This is clearly excellent news.
However, he goes on to offer this professional advice:

"In order to be doubly safe, it is best to wait until the next tax year, 2010/11 (which
started on 6 April 2010) before actually declaring / paying any dividends."
It is on this advice from certified professional accounts that she delayed the taking of a dividend that she was
entitled to take in January 2010, and for prior tax years, until June 2011.
This had zero to do with her companies or the state of her companies, and notwithstanding that she never
once believed, even in 2012, that her businesses were anything but strong and viable. Why would she, they
were incredibly cash generative.
Deloitte’s and their lawyers knew all of this evidence existed and knew she had only ever acted upon this
professional advice. But let’s consider who these certified professionals were…… McBrides. A firm that
evolved from the demise of Vantis. Vantis were a firm that had found itself in BSU, and whilst in BSU appears
to have undertaken some rather ‘questionable’ work on behalf of the bank.

It was this falsely acquired judgement that gave the bank the largest single creditor position, that it was to
use, via Deloitte’s, to force the appointment of a Trustee in Bankruptcy on Ms Davey.
The Trustees appointed were Grant Thornton partners, Kevin Hellard and Amanda Wade. They promptly
declared for a high court document that they were independent and free from any conflict of interest that
might prevent them from executing the obligations of their role.
One of the first tasks they executed was to obtain a £5mio settlement from McBrides for the same dividend
claim that they had brought against Ms Davey. Therefore confirming that they knew she was never
personally liable. She could never be personally liable for acting entirely upon the professional advice given
by certified professional advisers.
Evidence that we have proves that Hellard and Wade made false representations for the purpose of this High
court document, as to their being no conflict of interest that might impact on their independence and
impartial execution of their duties.
Representations that have been repeated by their lawyers Moonbeever and particularly by Moonbeever
partner Frances Coulson, and that they have sought to compound by way of making unlawful, unfounded
and malicious threats against me with intent to pervert the course of justice.

The business customer being ‘worked’ on in these emails was “Mild Professional
Homes Limited”
So, who was Russell Simpson?

Simpson, was a Grant Thornton secondee was working in the same Lloyds BSU office
in Suffolk Lane, London and with the same Trojan Horse turnaround company that
was forced upon Angel Group, Baronsmead, that conspired with Lloyds BSU to
destroy Angel Group.
What happened to “Mild Professional Homes”?

They were forced into administration,
just as Angel were.
And just as with Angel and Kash Shabir’s Case in
Bristol, it was the accountancy firm that was
brought in by BSU to act as “adviser”, but in
reality executioner, that was handed the
incredibly lucrative role of ‘Administrator’.

In this case it was Grant Thornton of course that
were awarded this lucrative role.
But not just anyone at Grant Thornton, but the
current Grant Thornton UK CEO David Dunckley.

Companies House records show that David Dunckley and Grant Thornton UK agreed to take
this role for a fixed fee of a staggering £1.5mio.

Kevin Hellard is head of Insolvency at Grant Thornton and reports directly to Dunckley.

Julia Davey as a bankrupt had a cause of actions against Lloyds BSU, KPMG and Baronsmead.
Hellard forced upon her as her ‘independent’ Trustee in Bankruptcy by Deloitte’s, funded by
Lloyds, became solely responsible for pursuing these claims.
Was he going to pursue claims against Lloyds BSU, KPMG and Baronsmead, when those claims
would expose his employer and his ultimate boss for being a party to the same conduct?
Of course he wasn’t, and he hasn’t. Because it is unquestionable that he was and is entirely
conflicted.
Incredibly, he, and his lawyer Frances Coulson of Moonbeever are adamant that this does not
represent a conflict of interest.

1. Having ‘faked’ a default in September 2009 to justify the transfer of
Angel Group to the BSU.
2. Lloyds unlawfully, and in breach of FCA & PRA regulations and AML legislation,
did divert approximately £2mio of the businesses monies resulting from property sales
to an Internal Lloyds ‘Wash’ account known as an MOA (Management Obligations
Account). A type of account used in the HBOS Reading fraud.
3. whereas, the terms of a 2012 overdraft agreement specifically stated that the first
£1.2mio of these property sales proceeds MUST be used to repay the overdraft on the
regular business account.

4. In October 2012 Lloyds & KPMG forced the business into administration claiming
it could no longer meet its payment obligations when they fell due. FALSE.
The day prior to when a £100,000 payment to British Gas had to be paid, the bank
and its partners took £196,000 to settle multiple invoices. Internal emails prove
that they had been feverishly getting everyone to submit invoices so as to take this
money, leaving the business just short of the £100,000 required to pay British Gas.

5. This left the business just short of the available funds required to pay the £100,000
to British Gas.
6. However, and more importantly, the bank knew there was £947,000 of monies
belonging to the business in the internal wash account to where it had been unlawfully

diverted.

The evidence to prove multiple counts of fraud, conspiracy to defraud and money
laundering is overwhelming.
The bank, and Herbert Smith Freehills have engineered entirely false representations
so as to deny.
The FCA on behalf of both itself and Andrew Bailey have produced positions and
representations that are entirely misleading and/or false in an effort to defend the banks actions,
and also made extraordinary efforts to claim that deposit taking and other regulated activities
are beyond its perimeter.

Martin Kuzmicki of the Executive Complaints team that act on behalf of the CEO,
in January of this year wrote, in an attempt to legitimize the banks actions in diverting
the monies to the wash account:
“a bank may use funds held in an account with the bank to pay off debt
if the account holder has agreed to it, or the terms of the account permits it.”
Indeed, however, the facts and evidence we have and have presented to the FCA, PROVES
that the only agreement that existed, determined that these monies MUST be credited to the
Angel Group business account.
Kuzmicki was desperate to justify the banks actions, but he has inadvertently confirmed that the
actions were unlawful and breach of FCA codes.

On February 23rd 2012, some eight months after Deloitte’s and Lloyds claimed in Court that Julia Davey
knew her business was insolvent or at risk of insolvency, Julia’s call recording software captured a call
between the Director of Baronsmead Consulting, the Trojan Horse Business Turnaround Company forced
upon Angel Group at a cost of £4,500 per day to Angel Group, and a Baronsmead accountant working out of
Angel Group’s offices. They are talking about an earlier conversation where Julia’s manager had challenged
the accountant as to why they were there, and why they had to pay their fees.
Baronsmead Director – “Yeah I’m I’m just intellectually I’m intrigued to know where we have a conflict of
interest we have him as a client…”
Baronsmead Accountant – “…..I think he is proceeding the Bank will have given the money on the back of
his reputation nothing to do with you, nothing to do with Baronsmead nothing to do with anything else it’s
the back of his reputation, xxxxxxxxxxx’s reputation and um Julia’s reputation and they’ve never thought
otherwise. It’s all everything else is bullshit that was quote. Alright?”

The response to that from the Baronsmead Director speaks volumes in terms of demonstrating Julia and
the business saw no risk of insolvency, but also that he knew there was a plan to force the business into
administration and was under orders not to share that information with Angel Group.
Baronsmead Director - “I wish he knew how close he was to being in administration that’s, I mean you can’t
tell him.”
We all know that if there is a risk of something, and you wish to avoid something, then you make them
aware of said risk. Enough said.

NYDFS (New York Department of Financial Services) Press Release May 20th 2015.
Additional Efforts to Cheat Barclays Clients
On numerous occasions, from at least 2008 to 2014, Barclays employees on the FX
Sales team engaged in misleading sales practices with clients. Sales employees
applied “hard mark-ups” to the prices that traders gave them without their clients’
knowledge. A hard mark-up represents the difference between the price the trader
gives a salesperson and the price the salesperson shows to the client.
As one FX Sales employee wrote in a chat to an employee at another bank on
December 30, 2009, “hard mark up is key . . . but i was taught early . . . u dont
have clients . . . u dont make money . . . so dont be stupid.”
The practice of certain FX Sales Employees …….. would allow Sales employees to
add mark-up without the client’s knowledge
Continued on next slide

Mark-ups represented a key revenue source for Barclays and generating markups was a high priority for Sales managers. As the future Co-Head of UK FX
Hedge Fund Sales (who was then a Vice President in the New York Branch) wrote
in a November 5, 2010 chat:
“markup is making sure you make the right decision on price . . . which is whats
the worst price i can put on this where the customers decision to trade with me
or give me future business doesn’t change . . . if you aint cheating, you aint
trying.”

Barclays were fined $2.5bio for these and other FX wrongdoing, and forced to
plead guilty to criminal charges in respect to them.
This is precisely what sales persons at Lloyds were encouraged to do, and it was
written into a formal policy, and in respect to ALL products including IRHP’s.
Fraud.

